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ABSTRACT:
Development of information technology and the globalization require constant
investment in people. New and emerging technologies such as autonomous systems, machine learning and AI radically re-contextualize the human dimension
of the organization. Strategic changes have revealed new critical vulnerabilities
such as social media-based election meddling and disinformation campaigning
with impact on the human aspects at state, societal, organizational and individual levels. Education and training raise the level of expertise, skills and competences and ensure better performance in complex cyber situations. Researchers
have addressed assumptions, models, concepts and cognitive aspects of human
performance in the cyber domain. However, the theories and approaches of human learning in training and exercises are only partly touched. New techniques
for enhancing organizational cyber resilience to cyber-attacks are needed and
they still lack sound theoretical foundations.
This article aims to advance the discussion suggesting viewpoints on training and exercises in the cyber domain, taking into consideration specifics of skills
in cyber security. It provides overview of theories of learning to better support
human performance. Our critical interpretation enhances the comprehensive
understanding of decision-making, learning theories, and design of cyber security training and exercises. Furthermore, our intention is to constructively promote discussion on current issues about human learning in cyber training and
education and thus boost multidisciplinary studies to enhance cyber awareness.
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Introduction
Information technologies are incorporated everywhere in our everyday life and
they have shaped our thinking and decision-making processes. Inventing and
maintaining technological products and processes will have impact on the world
in which people live. Beck claims that reflection is the self-confrontation of unintended consequences of human actions.1 It has been described, for example, what
happens when technology develops faster than societal institutions monitoring
technology. Scientific and academic studies have also seen rather challenging
evolving threats, digital changes and innovations.2 The foundations for this positioning employ different scientific disciplines (Information Technology (IT), organizational and management, adult education, cognitive science and psychology of
learning). Traditional information security mainly focuses on protection of information sources and the roles of humans in the security processes, when cyber security also sees humans as potential targets of cyber-attacks or participants in a
cyberattack.3 Researchers have considered already a need for multidisciplinary research, with focus on multilevel adult education directions in cyber security education.4
Cyberattacks normally use codes to change computer code, data or logic with
the aim to result in disruptive consequences that lead to cybercrime.5 The consequences of cyberattacks vary from identity theft, spoofing, stolen hardware,
breach of access, and system infiltration to instant message abuse. Beyond physical (e.g. physical outage of power) and syntactic (e.g. attack against logic of computer systems) cyberattacks, semantic (e.g. targeting the way human perceive or
interpret) cyberattacks are seen more serious threats since they target human interface.6 Therefore, human performance is pertinent issue within cyber security,7
where human and organizational factors play a significant role in the computer
and information security (CIS) vulnerabilities.8
Instead of only focusing human in cyber context, considerations to improve capabilities and human competences cyber domain has found the relevance of learning, education and training at the societal level. Improving cyber security competencies boost skills of citizens and professionals in threat preparedness and in
managing vulnerabilities and disruptions.9 Raising interest of researchers as well
as practitioners is to analyse human performance already during cyber trainings
and exercises that can be considered more proactive learning than experiences
during actual cyberattacks. Nevertheless, the considerations mainly screen on education and trainings as information sharing mechanisms and leave out pedagogical models, organizational and learning theories when understanding learning
part of expertise and competence development. Approaches like experiential
learning or organizational learning theories from concrete experience and reflection towards transformed action broader humans’ experiences (to become richer
and deeper) 10 could further enrich managing better human performance in
cyberattacks.
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Purpose and methods
This position paper aims to provide position of current practices and rethink considerations of human performance in cyber security trainings and exercises. We
focus on consider research and practical implications and construct beyond current concepts in cyber security trainings and exercises and evaluating human performance.
We analysed collected information from different sources with use of qualitative analysing methods. Qualitative research methods are seen valuable especially
when analysing social or cultural phenomena from the participants’ point of
view.11 Especially in complex cyber domain the understanding of shared taxonomy
and language together with shared meanings are crucial as social constructions.
Our analysis is based on reality assumptions of written concepts, and therefore
philosophical base is in phenomenology.12

Cyber Training and Exercises
Education approaches recognize the transitioning from novice expert through
mentoring and participation into community of practice.13 In 2010 onwards, it was
recognized that there would be a rapid shift in education from traditional classrooms to online and virtual environments.14, 15 The learning spaces extend beyond
traditional thinking of a teacher and a classroom. The learning spaces include participation and socialization into a wider community of practice with an involvement as a member, identity formation and experience in the activities of the practice.
The terms cyber education and cyber training are some of the key terminology.
Cyber education is more focused on the acquisition of knowledge and understanding, through which skills are developed. Whereas, training tends to be targeted at
the acquisition of skills to a demonstrable level of competence. There is a strong
case for engaging in both education and training as part of career development in
cyber security and therefore assessing and evaluating competence needs.16 The
term cyber exercise is used for a planned event during which an organization simulates a cyber-disruption to develop or test capabilities such as preventing, detecting, mitigating, responding to or recovering from the disruption.17 Cyber exercises
train personnel across different organization levels in a simulated learning environment of large-scale cybersecurity incidents that escalate to become cyber crises. The exercises offer opportunities to analyse, train and rehearse advanced
technical cybersecurity incidents but also to deal with complex business continuity
and crisis management situations. Cyber exercises are based on real-life events,
which are further developed to evolving scenarios. The term cyber exercise methodology refers to the model of the exercises. Exercises can be both Discussion
based (like workshops, tabletop or games) and Operations based (like drills, functional or full-scale exercises).18
Humans performing in cyber domain deal with multi-faced disasters and crisis.
Simulation exercises are proven beneficial by preparing people to sudden onset
hazards. Cyber safety and security exercise platforms provide an opportunity to
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analyse human-machine or human-computer interactions or transactions. Analysing tools can measure human performance during the cyber exercises on their cognition or decision-making based on eye tracking or use of mouse or keyboards.
Such analyses are normally provided with use of quantitative methods and
measures (e.g. number of transitions between software tools).19 Cyber exercises
involve competitive events with teams, including problem solving, decision-making, analysis skills and situational aware- ness. Situational awareness (SA) in cyber
security is seen relevant in describing, measuring and predicting human performance. It includes situation recognition (e.g. perception of the type of cyberattack,
target of the attack, source of the attack), situation comprehension (e.g. understanding why and how the situation is caused, and its impacts), and situation projection (the expectations of the future, locations and impacts).20, 21 To more comprehensively consider learning, including knowledge creation, skills, competences
and expertise, we could adapt experiential learning and relevance of tacit
knowledge in to the discussion of cyber security training and education.

Experiential and organizational learning
Beyond research and studies to be conducted in cyber security, education and
training play crucial role in promoting the knowledge we need to develop.22 We
reviewed two key approaches of learning, experiential learning and organizational
learning theories, to be introduced more in this chapter. Our viewpoints are elaborated in line with these theoretical considerations.
Experiential learning is broadly defined as “learning from experience” or “learning by doing.” Active learning like ‘learning by doing’ promotes understanding of
the experience by involving the participants directly in the experience in relevant
context. For instance, experiential education first permits learners with an experience and then facilitates reflection about experiences in order to develop skills,
attitudes, or new ways of thinking and competences.23 The well-known David
Kolb’s theory of experiential learning has expanded philosophy of experiential education.24 A foundation of inter-disciplinary and constructivist learning and constructivist approaches are the basis of experiential learning. In cyber domain and
cyber security, cognitive approaches are mainstreamed to emphasis the assumptions and building new forms of understanding through activity. This understanding is gained within learning field as well.25 Experiential Learning Theory (ELT) is a
dynamic perspective to learning. It includes dual dialects of action with reflection
and experience with abstraction.26 Active process and understanding create together deeper levels of learning.
Already in 1966 Polanyi concluded that “tacit knowing is such elusive and subjective “awareness” of individual that cannot be articulated in words.”27 Nonaka
and Takeuchi continued this dichotomy of knowledge towards organizational
learning activities in social interactions.28 Social interactions among professionals
can create knowledge and enhance knowledge environment. According to cyber
phenomena, it could be considered that cyber professionals and experts have lot
of tacit knowledge they know but they do not tell or explain. More complex
cybersecurity field increases within its sectors and their dependencies or
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applications and technologies, more complicated it will be for humans and
professionals to communicate among people in different level of knowledge.
Our focus on decision-making of cybersecurity professionals is seen dynamic
process where analysts interact with task environment with limited information
and uncertainty.29 Taitto et al. argue that the decision-making processes are pivotal in order to prevent further damages and creating necessary protective
measures in the cyber related incidents.30 Exercising these decision-making processes, is often times crucial for the organization’s resilience, and require innovative techniques for an increased engagement and more effective results. Helliar
and co-authors have explored the risk and decision making of the financial managers, and found that the decision makers have number of systematic biases that
that dominates decision-making.31 Such are over-confidence, representativeness
and conservatism, narrow framing, and ambiguity aversion. Over-confidence
arises partly from self-attribution bias. This is a tendency on the part of investors
to regard successes as arising from their expertise while failures are due to bad
luck or the actions of others. This leads to excessive confidence in one’s own powers of forecasting.
Decision-making is not always rational, and either the linear decision-making
process is not always optimal. Decision making processes have been discussed and
studied for example by Leonard and Biberman in several dimensions.32 They present additional dimensions to classical decision-making theory. Such are for instance tacit knowledge decision models and intuitive decision models. Tacit models encourage managers to draw on their latent cumulative experience in order to
improve decision-making. Intuitive decision models draw on the brain’s ability to
make unconscious correlations that are beyond the conscious mind’s capability.
Education, training and exercises should simulate the reality to ensure experiential learning. A good cyber drill encourages decision maker to challenge traditional processes and test intuitive and tacit models. The optimal cyber exercise
includes not only exercising on individual level, but also as collective. Those possessing managerial position in the organization should experience the consequences of their decisions in a safe learning environment providing opportunity
for action and reflection. To provide opportunity to wider and deeper learning,
organizational learning theories could be tested and adapted among professionals
working in cyber domain.
Consequently, when considering learning in education and training, we automatically face training planning aspects. Outcome needs in curriculum planning
helps directing the learning towards common goal and measuring it. Back in the
days, already Greek philosophies, like Aristotele and Plato, final causality suggested that “purpose can incite action.”33, 34 The learning outcome captures the
preceding training needs analysis and should contain a metric to assess learning.
Therefore, the outcome needs to be SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and time-based) and thus the outcomes are defined in a constructive alignment process, where learning outcomes are defined using measurable terminology.
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Training and exercise design
The diversity of threats and their reach compel states to build a strong cyber security strategy including education and training aspects. Training design should
therefore acknowledge that the evolving nature of cyber space as itself creates
new requirements. In every training and exercise design, setting the learning objectives is in the nucleus of the process. Simulation based exercises are means to
transfer outcomes defined in the curriculum in to the practice. In some cases the
online education is following a trend of using teaching technology, or teaching machines, dating back to the 1950s.35 Moreover, the educational institutes still lack
proven design approaches for complex learning that involves integration of skills,
knowledge, attitudes and adapting them to real life context.36 Cyber training and
exercises will raise even more complex design challenges.
To enhance and raise the effectiveness of learning in cyber training, there are
research findings around narrative-based and tool-based trainings, personalities
in team performance and cognitive aptitude.37 Like in any field, also within cyber
domain, people should know how to use the products, services or systems.38 Designing intelligent training and exercise systems like cyber ranges require simulation of human cognitive processes and for example decision-making processes.
That is why methods for designing are important. Specialists of human technology
interaction will need to meet with this challenge on designing technologies with
intelligent capacities.39 Purpose of human-centred design is to create technological solutions easy to use and commit community of practices can support design
in cyber training.
The innovative and cost-effective technological solutions like cyber ranges in
cyber education architectures can illustrate the strength of experiential learning
of skills and competencies through simulated scenarios, role-playing, problemsolving and visual observations in cyber training contexts. Simulation based exercises connect learning, simulation and gaming aspects in an innovative way imitating reality by using virtual environments or virtual programs in a way where computer-assisted games are integral part of learning environment.

Conclusions
Responding to crisis, preparedness and building resilience requires multidisciplinary approaches. Cyber domain is one of the disciplines, not only as one among
the others, but crosscutting issue in every function in every organization and society. As human behaviour and decision-making in particular, play a crucial role in
the cyber security, the training and exercising should simulate this reality as well
as possible.
First, we found that considering cyber education and training in respect to experiential learning principles deepens the level of learning. Developing human
skills and competence in cyber domain should be seen as a constructive process,
where learner’s previously adapted competences are recognized and utilized.
Learning process begins always by screening what competences participants have
and these competences can be utilized to enhance others’ learning process. Experiential learning approach can create framework and theoretical basis for holistic
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approach training and exercise system. Knowledge, competences and expertise
needed in complex multifaceted crisis environment is therefore mutually built and
constructed across organization members. To infuse learning and ensure competitiveness for organizations utilizing explicit and tacit knowledge together later on
become powerful engine.40, 41, 42 The approaches of learning could be further utilized and conceptualised in cyber security training, education and exercises to better prepare human performance especially on skills like decision-making.
The traditional assumption of the optimality of rational decision-making may be
improved by including other dimensions of decision-making. It is posited that organizations that encourage and support multi-dimensional decision making, which
utilizes the rational, intuitional, emotional and spiritual aspects of the whole person, develop better management–employee relations, more creative problem
solving, and better market place performance.43 Leonard and Biberman argue
against the classical decision theories that are based on the assumption that decision makers are rational, and make reasoned choices based on their analysis of
the risks and rewards of the situation.44 Instead of making decision consciously
there are number of bias in every decision making process, and therefore exercises
can be seen as important factor shaping the models of decision-making. It is important to improve such practices that best improve decision-making, taking into
the consideration the characteristics of the decision maker. Knowing yourself, the
self-reflection is the key for improvement of any decision maker. Intuitive and tacit
decision-making theories can be aligned through training and exercising, thus
making the models more systematic.
Consequently, we suggest research community in close cooperation with practitioners and user communities to study more human performance and human
aspects in cyber training from learning perspective with transfer of intelligent cognitive behaviour. It could be suggested to include more design perspectives of human-technology interaction also to cyber training and exercises to improve human
performance in actual cases.
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